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Abstract 
A study of B mesan decays into Dé- X final states is presented. In these 
events, neutral and charged D mesons originate predominantly from B+ and 
Bº decays, respectively. The dilution of this correlation due to D** produc-
tion has been taken into account. From 263700 hadronic zo decays collected 
in 1991 with the DELPHI detector at the LEP collider, 92 Dº ---+ I<-rr+, 
35 D+ --+ [{- rr+ rr+ and 61 D*+ ---+ D0 rr+ fallowed by Dº --+ [{- rr+ or 
Dº --+ I<-rr+rr+rr-, are faund with an associated lepton of the same charge 
as the kaon. From the D0c- and D*+c- , the probability fd that a b quark 
hadronizes into a B- ( or Bº ) mesan is faund to be 0.44±0.08±0.09, corre-
sponding to a total (Bs + Ab) hadronization fraction of 0.12!8:i~ . By recon-
structing the energy of each B mesan, the b quark fragmentation is directly 
measured far the first time. The mean value of the B mesan energy fraction 
is: < XE(B) >= 0.695 ± 0.015(stat.) ± 0.029(syst.) 
Reconstructing D-lepton vertices, the fallowing B lifetimes are measured : 
r(B) l.27!g:i~(stat.) ± 0.15(syst.) ps where 13--+ D0c- X 
r(B) = l.lS!g:~~(stat.) ± 0.15(syst.) ps where B--+ D+c- X 
r(B) = l.19!8:i~(stat.) ± 0.15(syst.) ps where 13--+ D*+c- X 
andan average r(B) = l.23!8:J~(stat.) ± 0.15(syst.) ps is faund. Allowing far 
decays into D** g-¡;, , the B+ and Bº lifetimes are : 
r(B+) 
r(Bº) 
r(B+)jr(Bº) 
l.30!g~~(stat.) ± 0.15(syst.exp.) ± 0.05(syst.D**) ps 
l.l 7!g:~~( stat.) ± 0.15(syst.exp.) ± 0.05( syst.D**) ps 
- l.ll!g:~~(stat.) ± 0.05(syst.exp.) ± O.lO(syst.D**) 
(Submitted to Zeit. Phys. C) 
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1 Introd uction 
Many interesting topics concerning weak b-decays can be understood through a precise 
study of B meson semileptonic decays. Comparing the semileptonic branching fractions 
of the B particles checks the extent to which spectator graphs domínate [l]. In the 
pure spectator model and assuming that only D and D* mesons are produced in Bº and 
B+ semileptonic decays t , all D+ e- or D*+ e- pairs should origina te from fjo mesons 
and all D0e- pairs, where the Dº is not from a D*+ decay, should come from B- mesons. 
Although this correlation is diluted by the production of D** mesons, enough remains to 
allow the determination of the Bº and n+ lifetimes. Cumpared to experiments at the 
Y( 45) energy [2] [3], where b-hadrons are produced almost at rest, it is possible to measure 
directly at LEP the neutral and charged B meson lifetimes, without relying on knowledge 
of the B decay partial widths and production rate at the Y( 45) resonance. Finally, if 
both a D meson and a charged lepton are detected only the neutrino escapes detection, 
and it is possible to reconstruct the B energy and measure the b quark fragmentation 
function more directly than with the inclusive lepton spectrum. 
Ali hadronic Zº decays collected in 1991 at LEP with the DELPHI detector are used. 
The analysis selects B decays into a D meson together with an identified lepton. The 
silicon strip Vertex Detector separates primary and secondary vertices and improves the 
momentum resolution of charged particles. Charmed mesons are reconstructed if an 
identified lepton is produced in the same direction (p(R-) · p(K-) > O) as any of the 
following decays : 
- Dº-+ K-7r+ 
- D+ -+ K-7r+7r+ 
- D*+ -+ D 0 7r+ followed by Dº -+ K-7r+ or Dº-+ K-7r+7r+7r-
where the kaon candidate is required to have the same charge as the lepton. 
The criteria for selecting hadronic Zº events and for identifying leptons are explained 
in section 2. The vertex reconstructions and selections made for the different decays 
are detailed in section 3. The measurement of the branching fractions of B mesons into 
De- X final states are given in section 4, the probability fd that a b quark hadronizes 
into a fjo meson is evaluated and the yield of B particles other than Bº and B+ is given. 
By estimating the original B momentum, the b quark fragmentation function is shown in 
section 5 and compared to previous measurements. Reconstructing the B decay length as 
the distance from production to the D-lepton vertex, the B meson lifetime is presented 
in section 6 for each individual Df- X channel. Finally, taking into account B decays 
in to D** e-v , the B+ and Bº lifetimes are gi ven in section 7. 
2 Detector description and event selection 
A description of the DELPHI apparatus can be found in reference [4]. The Vertex 
Detector (VD) consisted in 1991 of three layers of silicon, at radii 6.5 cm, 9 cm and 11 cm. 
They measure Rq\ coordinates over a length of 24 cm, and define an angular acceptance 
of 27-153°, 37-143° and 42-138° for hits in one, two or three layers. The absolute hit 
resolution in the plane transverse to the beam axis has been measured to be 8.0 µm . 
The TPC, the principal tracking device of DELPHI, is a cylinder of 30 cm inner radius, 
122 cm outer radius and has a length of 2.7 m. Each end-cap is divided into 6 sector 
plates each with 192 sense wires used for the particle identification. The dE / dx energy 
fThroughout the paper the notation Bº refers uniquely to the B~ mesan, and charge-conjugate states are implicitly 
included. 
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loss of a charged particle is measured by these wires as the 803 truncated mean of the 
maximum amplitudes of the wire signals. For particles in hadronic jets, the resolution 
has been measured to be 7.53. However 253 of the tracks have no information because 
they are too close to another track or have too few wire hits (a minimum of 30 wires 
was required). The dE/dx spectra measured for kaons and pions are shown on Figure l-
a, where the two samples ha.ve been selected using the Cherenkov counter RICH [5] 
for momenta between 8 a.nd 15 Ge V /c. The unhatched histogram shows the difference 
between the measured ionization for the kaon enriched sample a.nd the one expected for 
a kaon. The ha.tched histogram shows the same quantity for the pion enriched sample. 
The dE / dx measurement thus allows sorne separat.ion of [{ from 1r. 
Charged particles were reconstructed with the tracking detectors and with the associ-
a.ted VD hits. The momentum resolution was found to be 3.53 for 45 Ge V /c muons a.nd 
is proportional to the momentum. The charged pa.rticles were retained if they sa.tisfied 
the following selection criteria : 
- momentum between 0.4 and 50 Ge V /c; 
- relative error on momentum measurement less than 1003; 
- over 30 cm track length in the TPC; 
- projection of impact parameter rela.tive to the interaction point below 4 cm in the 
plane transverse to the beam direction; 
- dista.nce to the nominal interaction point along the beam direction below 10 cm. 
These selections a.llow a reliable measurement of the multiplicity a.nd momentum of the 
charged particles. Neutral pa.rticles were reconstructed from energy deposits in ca.lorime-
ters which were not associated to a measured cha.rged particle. Hadronic events were 
then a.ccepted by requiring : 
- 5 or more charged pa.rticles; 
- total energy of the charged particles larger than 123 of the centre-of-mass energy, 
assuming ali cha.rged pa.rticles to be pions. 
The hadronic decay selection efficiency was found to be 95.0±0.53 . A total of 250500 
hadronic events was selected from the 1991 data, corresponding to 263700 collected z0 • 
Events with lepton candidates were selected as described in detail in a recent paper[6]. 
Both muons a.nd electrons were used. The muon selection wa.s the same as in.reference [6] 
with a minimum momentum of 3 Ge V /c and has an efficiency of 77±53. For electrons, 
in order to enhance the efficiency, looser selections were used than those in reference [6]. 
The minimum momentum was 3 Ge V /c and the efficiency was 64±53. 
Charged pa.rticles were a.ssocia.ted to jets by using the LUCLUS a.lgorithm with default 
parameter [7]. For the jet containing the lepton candidate, the jet axis was defined as 
the sum of the momenta of ali charged particles belonging to this jet not including the 
lepton. When a PT cut is applied, PT is defined as the transverse momentum of the lepton 
with respect to this jet axis. 
3 Charmed meson reconstruction 
The analysis of charmed mesons is based mainly on the separation of primary and 
secondary vertices. The beam spot constraint is added into a primary vertex fit by using 
the mean transverse position of the beam known for ea.ch fill. The mea.sured widths of 
the bea.m spot a.re 150 µm in the horizontal and 10 µm in the vertical directions. 
For the complete reconstruction of charmed mesons, only charged particles produced 
in the same direction as the lepton were considered (j5(C-) · jJ > O). In this case the 
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combinatoria! background is smaller because of the reduced mean charged multiplicity 
observed in B semileptonic decays. The kaon candidate in D decay was required to have 
the same charge as the identified ]epton. In the Dº -'r K-7r+7r+7r- case, the kaon mass was 
assigned in turn to the particles of the same charge as the lepton. This decay mode was 
iwt used for the direct Dº study beca use of the larger combinatorial background. Particle 
identification was only used to discriminate between kaon and pion in D+ decays. 
According to the Dº or D+ decay final states, a K-IT+, K-7r+7r+ or K-7r+7r+7r-
combination was selected to compute a secondary vertex in space. At least two charged 
particles among these were required to have at least two hits associated in the Vertex 
Detector (except in the small region where only one hit is possible). The momentum 
vector of each particle was taken from this geometrical secondary vertex fit. The Dº, 
D+ or D*+ meson was selected if its energy fraction XE(D)=Ev/ Ebeam was larger than 
0.15. 
The reduction of the combinatoria! background under the Dº -'r K-IT+ peak is based 
on two complementary methods. One uses the fact that in the selected decays of the B 
mesons, the apparent decay length of Dº mesons is large (severa! millimetres) compared 
to the decay length resolution (typically 300µm). Therefore, the requirement of a de-
tached secondary vertex reduces the combinatoria! background significantly. The second 
increases the beauty fraction by requiring a transverse momentum PT above 1 Ge V/ c for 
the lepton. 
Charged particles were considered if they had momentum above 1.5 Ge V /c. The 
transverse decay length, 6'.L, is the distance in the R<;I> transverse plane between the 
primary and secondary vertices. This decay ]ength was given the same sign as the scalar 
product of the ·pair momentum with the vector joining the primary to the secondary 
vertex. 
Figure 2-a displays this decay length distribution for ali combinations with an invariant 
mass above 1.5 Ge V /c2 . The width corresponds to a decay length resolution of 300 µm, 
including both primary vertex and secondary vertex resolutions, the latter dominating 
the total resolution. The clear asymmetry between negative and positive decay lengths 
is due to beauty and charm particle decays. Figure 2-b shows the normalised transverse 
decay length, 6'.L/u, where the transverse decay length error, u, is given by the vertex 
fit. The negative part of the distribution is well described by summing a Gaussian of unit 
width and a fiat tail due to badly associated tracks. 
The K-IT+ invariant mass distribution obtained for combinations where 6'.L/u is 
greater than 1 is displayed in Figure 3. A fit was performed to extract the number of 
reconstructed Dº with the background described by an exponential. The signal was the 
sum of two terms : a Gaussian at the observed Dº peak and a second function describing 
the K-IT+ mass spectrum originating from the decay Dº -'r K-7r+7r0 , as predicted by the 
simulation [7]. The (K-7r+7r 0 )/(K-7r+) ratio was fixed to the Monte Cario expectation 
of 1.8, which takes into account the relative branching fractions and the kinematics of 
the K-7r+7ro decay channel. The fit yields 92±14 Dº decaying into K-7r+ . The width 
of the Dº peak is 16±2 Me V /c2 , in agreement with the Monte Cario expectation, while 
the mean mass (1852±2 Me V /c2 ) is 12 Me V /c2 below the world average value [8]. This 
mass shift is attributed to residual alignment errors of the different detectors used in the 
tracking and to an imperfect correction for the energy lost in the material crossed by the 
particles before the detectors. 
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The Dº candidates were selected if their invariant mass was in the range 
1810-1890 MeV/c2 • The background from the fit is 35±53. The background energy 
spectrum was obtained from an average of two sources in order to take into account pos-
sible systematic bias : the wings of the mass peak (in the intervals l. 7-1.8 Ge V/ c2 and 
2.0-2.l Ge V /c2 ) and the "I<"7í spectrum where the pseudo-kaon particle was incom-
patible with a real kaon according to the dE / dx measurement. The latter distribution 
has no contribution from real D mesons. The quality of the dE/dx measurement can be 
seen on Figure 1-b, where the difference between the observed dE/dx for the kaon track 
of the Dº candidate and the expected kaon ionization loss is displayed. This agrees with 
the sample of kaons selected by the RICH (Fig. 1-a). Since pion and kaon ionization 
curves have the same momentum dependence, no significant bias is expected from this 
background selection. 
The reconstruction efficiency, computed using the Monte Cario simulation, was 
found to be almost constant over the Dº energy range. The acceptance corrected 
XE(D)=ED/ Ebeam distribution is displayed in Figure 4. The solid line corresponds to the 
Monte Cario prediction which includes 203 of D** mesons from B decays. The b frag-
mentation function reproduces the inclusive lepton spectrum[6]. The observed XE(D) 
distribution is in agreement with the prediction, perhaps a little softer. The softness of 
the observed distribution supports the hypothesis that ali these Dº come from B decays, 
since D from primary charmed quarks should have a much harder XE(D) distribution. 
Another check of the source of these Dº mesons is their apparent proper time distribu-
tion. Those originating from charm will have a pure exponential distribution correspond-
ing to the well known Dº lifetime. Those originating from beauty will have a much f!atter 
distribution. Figure 5 shows the observed distribution and the predictions assuming a 
pure charm source (solid line) anda pure beauty source (histogram) generated with a B 
meson lifetime of 1.2 ps. The distribution clearly indicates B mesons are the dominant 
source of these Dº. 
The D+ --+ I<-7í+7í+ decay was reconstructed in a similar way as the previous channel: 
- A lepton with py above 1 Ge V/ c was asked for. 
- The momenta of the kaon and pion candidates had to exceed 1.5 and 1 Ge V /c, 
respectively. 
- A secondary I<-7í+7í+ vertex was computed. The track combination was retained if 
the x2 probability was larger than 13 and if the apparent transverse decay length fulfilled 
6.L/o- > 1.5 . 
- However, due to the larger combinatoria! background under the D+ signa!, the 
rneasured dE / dx of the kaon candidate was in addition required to be two standard 
deviations lower than the theoretical energy loss of a pion. 
The contamination of the remaining sample by the decay chain D*+ --+ JJ 0 7í+ fol-
lowed by Dº --+ I<-7í+ was eliminated by rejecting ali combinations where 6.M = 
M(K-7í+7í+) - M(J<-7í+) was less than 150 MeV/c2 . The invariant mass distribu-
tion K-7í+7í+ of the final sample is displayed in Figure 6 when associated to a lepton 
e- (solid line histogram) or e+ (hatched histogram). The D+c- signa!, 35±8 events, 
was determined by fitting a linear function for the background and a Gaussian for the 
D+ peak. The fitted D+ mass is 1862±3 Me V /c2 , slightly lower than the expected value 
1869.3±0.5 MeV/c2 [8], and the width is 13±3 MeV/c2 . No signal was observed in the 
wrong sign D+ e+ sample. The D+ candi dates were selected for the B lifetime measure-
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ment if their invariant mass was in the range 1830-1900 Me V /c2 • The background was 
taken in the ranges 1600-1800 and 1940-2140 Me V /c2 • Dueto the lower production 
rate times branching fraction into [{- [{+"+ final states, the Ds contamination in the 
background was estimated to be negligible . 
3.3 n•+ -t (J(-n+)n+ or (I<-n+¡r+n-)n+ channels 
The selection criteria for the decay D*+ --+ D0 7r+ followed by Dº --+ K-7r+ or Dº --+ 
K-7r+7r+7C- relied mainly on the peculiar kinematics of the pion from the D*+ decay, 
hereaft.er called the bachelor pion, and on the reconstruction of primary and secondary 
vertices. 
Due to the different combinatoria! backgrounds and kinematics, different selections on 
the momenta were used in the two channels : the [{ momentum had to exceed 1 Ge V /c 
(2 Ge V /c), while the 7r momentum had to exceed 1 Ge V /c (0.4 Ge V /c) in the [{ 7r (K37r) 
modes. 
To reduce the combinatoria! background in the K37r mode, the impact parameter of 
each track with respect to the secondary vertex was required to be less than O. 75 cm, the 
apparent transverse decay length had to fulfil b..L/u > 1, and a lepton with PT ]arger 
than 1 Ge V /c was asked for. 
To reduce the combinatoria! background in the [{ 7C mode, the angle ()* between the 
Dº flight direction and the kaon direction in the Dº rest frame was required to satisfy 
cos()* > -0.9 . For genuine Dº candidates an isotropic distribution is expected whereas 
the background is strongly peaked in the backward direction. 
The mass difference b..M=M("Dº"7r)-M("Dº") was computed by adding in turn ali 
possible bachelor pions, where "Dº" refers here to candidate /úr or K37r combinations 
without their mass being constrained to the Dº mass. In arder to reject poorly measured 
tracks, only charged particles with an impact parameter lower than 0.3 cm with respect 
to the primary vertex were retained as bachelor pion candidates. Their resolution was 
enhanced by taking their four-momentum after fitting to pass through the primary vertex. 
These requirements improve the b..M resolution and the signal-to-noise ratio without loss 
of genuine D*+ from B decays. The bachelor pion momentum had to be between 0.3 and 
4.5 Ge V /c, corresponding to 0.15< XE(D*+) <1.0 . 
The mass difference b..M is shown in Figure 7 (a) and (b) for the (K7r)7r and (K37r)7r 
modes. These distributions are given for a (K 7r) or (K37r) mass between 1820 and 1900 
Me V/ c2 . The unhatched histogram is the ( [{-e-) charge combinations and shows a 
clear signa! for the D*+ e- associations, whereas the hatched histogram shows the wrong 
(I<-e+) combinations which do not give a D*+ signa!. 
The signal in the mass difference distribution was described by a Gaussian and the 
background by the function a(b..M-mn)il (curves in Figure 7). The number of (D•+e-) 
events is 30±6 in the (!< 7r) mode and 31±10 in the (K37r) mode, with a signal/background 
ratio of 4.7 and 1.3, respectively. The mean b..M are 145.3±0.1and145.3±0.2 MeV/c2 , 
respectively, in good agreement with the mass difference 145.44±0.06 Me V /c2 between 
D*+ and Dº mesons [8], and the resolution is 0.7 Me V /c2 in both cases. 
A particle combination was retained as a D*+ candi date if the [{ 7r or the K37r mass was 
in the range 1820-1900 Me V /c2 and if the .0.M was between 143.5 and 147.5 Me V /c2 . 
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4 Decay fraction of b quarks to Bº and B-
Events in which a Dº or a D*+ is produced in association with a lepton are largely 
dominated by Bº and B- decays. Since these semileptonic decay rates have been mea-
sured by lo~er energy experiments at threshold [2] [9], the probability that a b quark 
produces a Bº or a B- can be deduced. This measurement is interesting for two reasons : 
firstly, once the Bº and B- production is known, then the total amount of fJ, and Ab can 
be evaluated; secondly, the Bº fraction is a key parameter in the interpretation of the 
mixing parameter X. 
When comparing LEP and 1'( 45) measurements, it is important to check that the 
production of B* or B** mesons that occur only at LEP <loes not bias the comparison. 
This would occur if the fractions of Bº and B- production were affected by the production 
of these excited states, in a fashion similar to the charm case where the decay D*º -+ 
D+'lr- is kinematically forbidden. However this is not the case for B decays, since B* 
mesons decay into a B meson and a photon, and B** mesons are estimated to lie far 
above the pion threshold [10]. 
The measurement proceeds as follows: let fd (fu) be the probability that a b quark 
produces a Bº (B-) meson, and !et d¡jo (d8 -) be the Dº meson yield in Bº (B-) semilep-
tonic decays. Neglecting at this stage the Dº from B, and Ab semileptonic decays, the 
fraction of b semileptonic decays containing a Dº is : 
(1) 
The probabilities fd and fu are now assumed to be egua!, because of the SU2 isospin 
symmetry and because the mass difference between Bº and B- mesons is small[ll]. 
Hence: 
P,1(b-+ D0c-X)= fd(d§o + dB-) (2) 
The term (d§o + dB-)/2 is the average inclusive Dº yield in B semileptonic decays from 
the 1(45) and is 0.79±0.10±0.07 for the Dº [2] and 0.39±0.10±0.04 for the D*+ [9] [12]. 
Furthermore, since Dº and D*+ are used in the same decay channels as at low energy, 
all the branching fractions cancel in the comparison. The probability that a b quark 
produces a {Jo ( or B-) meson is : 
fd = ~. PLEP(b-+ D0~-X) 
2 PT(4SJ(B-+ D e- X) (3) 
The same formula holds true for the D*+ production, so in practice the two measurements 
can be combined. Thus the relative inclusive Dº and D*+ production in b semileptonic 
decays should be the same at LEP and at the 1'( 45) resonance. 
The acceptance times the efficiencies is 12% for the Dº e- with lepton PT above 1 Ge V/ e 
where Dº-+ K-7r+, and 15% for the n•+e- where D*+-+ (J<-7r+)7r+. The contribution 
from n•+ [)X production followed by a semileptonic decay of the [) daughter is estimated 
from the Monte Cario simulation [7] to be 14±5% of the generated Bº-+ n•+e- X events. 
This proportion of events was subtracted from the D*+ e- sample. In the Dº e- sample, 
the requirement that the lepton PT is above 1 Ge V/ c avoids the similar contribution from 
Dº fJX. Using the branching fraction rb/rhad · Br(b-+ e-X)= 0.0238 ± 0.0004(stat.) ± 
0.0012(syst.) as measured at LEP [6] [13], the fraction of b semileptonic decays containing 
a Dº or D*+ is : 
P,1(b-+ D0e- X) 
P,1(b-+ D*+e- X) 
0.84 ± 0.13 ± 0.17 
0.28 ± 0.06 ± 0.06 
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from which the following results can be derived : 
(i) P,¡(b--+ D*+e- X)/ P,1(b--+ D 0e-X)= 0.33 ± 0.09 ± 0.05. 
In the systema.tic error, the contributions from the lepton identifica.tion a.nd Dº re-
construction cancel. This ratio is compatible with the va.lue 0.50±0.15 observed a.t the 
1'(4S) resona.nce [2] [9]. 
(ii) fd = 0.53 ± 0.08 (stat.DELPHI)±0.07 (stat.1'(4S) )± 0.10 (syst.) using the 
Dº sa.mple, 
(iii) fd = 0.36 ± 0.07 (stat.DELPHI)± 0.09 (stat.1'(4S) )±0.07 (syst.) using the 
D*+--+ (K-11'+)11'+ sa.mple. 
The systema.tic uncertainties come from the b semileptonic branching fra.ction, the lep-
ton identifica.tion a.nd the D reconstruction efficiencies. The VD efficiency wa.s mea.sured 
from the da.ta. by looking a.t the fra.ction of reconstructed Dº where the two pa.rticles ( K 71') 
ha.ve a.ssocia.ted hits in the VD, in a.n inclusive D*+ sa.mple where no VD informa.tion wa.s 
required. A correction factor 0.97± 0.03 to the Dº reconstruction efficiency of the Monte 
Cario simula.tion wa.s determined. 
Sorne ce a.nd bb events could produce a. D mesan a.ssocia.ted to a. 'fake' lepton, or a. 
'fake' D mesan a.ssocia.ted to a. lepton. These events were neglected beca.use no D+ e+ or 
D*+ e+ pa.ir wa.s found in the da.ta. sa.mple. Simila.rly the number of Dº candi da.tes has 
been found negligible in the wrong sign K+11'-e- sa.mple : as the wrong a.ssignment of 
the ka.on ma.ss a.mong the two pa.rticles of a. true Dº ma.y mimic a. wider Dº peak, this 
contribution wa.s estima.ted from simula.tion a.nd subtracted befare eva.lua.ting the a.mount 
of K+11'-e- ca.ndida.tes. 
It is importa.nt to notice tha.t the a.hove method <loes not depend of the exa.ct source 
(E- or Eº) of the Dº or D*+ mesons since it is ha.sed on the total D production from 
these two E mesons. 
The combined result gives, ta.king into a.ccount the sources of systema.tics common 
to both a.na.lyses : fd = 0.45 ± 0.08(stat.)±0.09(syst.). This va.lue of fd is slightly 
overestima.ted since ali the observed Dº or D*+ were a.ss~med to come only from E- a.nd 
Bº mesons. Since the proba.bility of b qua.rks producing B, a.nd Ab is l-2fd , a.nd a.ssuming 
tha.t the fra.ction of their semileptonic deca.ys to Dº or D*+ is 0.10±0.10, fd is reduced 
by 0.01 : 
fd = 0.44 ± 0.08( stat.) ± 0.09( syst.) 
This is the first direct mea.surement of this pa.rameter which is releva.nt to the deter-
mina.tion of the mixing properties of Bº and B, mesons, a.nd where a. va.lue of 2fd =0.75 
is usua.lly a.ssumed. 
In arder to check tha.t most D*+ e- origina.te from a. 13° <leca.y, the total mea.~ured 
D*+ e- production can be campa.red with the expecta.tion for the exclusive <leca.y Bº --+ 
D*+e-v. At LEP this is given by the b--+ 13° production fra.ction, Íd, times the ratio of 
the branching fra.ctions Br(Bº--+ D*+e-v)/Br(Bº--+ xe-v). These branching fra.ctions 
a.re 4.8 ± 0.4 ± 0.43 [3] [12] [14] a.nd 9.9 ± 3.0 ± 0.93 [15], respcctively. Hence the 
expected fra.ction for the exclusive process is 0.21±0.09 to be campa.red with the observed 
va.lue of 0.28±0.08 for a.11 D*+ e- production, pa.rt of the errors being correla.ted. The 
D*+ e- sa.mple is thus domina.ted by the Eº <leca.y cha.nnel but there is room for sorne 
contribution from B- through D** contribution (see section 7). 
Fina.lly, a.ssuming tha.t the b qua.rk a.lwa.ys produces B0 , B- , 13, or Ab, the sum of 
13, a.nd Ab production can be derived, a.lthough with a. la.rge uncerta.inty : 
ÍE, + fA, = 1 - 2fd = 0.12 ± 0.16(stat.) ± 0.18(syst.) 
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5 B energy reconstruction 
The estimate of the B energy was based on the 'residual' energy taken by the 
hadronization particles accompanying the B meson. It was assumed that the only non-
reconstructed particle in the lepton hemisphere ( where the hemisphere axis is the thrust 
axis) is the neutrino of the B semileptonic decay. Then the residual energy is the total 
energy reconstructed in the lepton hemisphere less the energy already associated to the 
B decay products (lepton and D meson). The B energy was estimated by subtracting 
this hadronization part from the beam energy. Since the residual energy represents only 
around 13 Ge V, the estimated error will be of the order of 2 Ge V and will lead to an 
error of 8% on the B energy. This method is thus quite powerful in principie but two 
systematic effects must be taken into account : 
(i) When the B decays into a D* or a D'*, the pions or photons coming from the 
excited D meson decay will be included in the residual energy computation, which leads 
to an underestimation of the B energy. To account for this, the Dº energy has to be 
scaled according to the Monte Carlo simulation [7] by a factor 1.08 which includes the 
different D meson production fractions and the corresponding part of the energy taken 
by the final Dº . The final result is a correction factor of 1.04±0.02 on the B energy. 
(ii) The residual energy may be only partially reconstructed, and it will therefore 
be underestimated. The induced overestimation of the B energy can be obtained from 
simulation and the correction factor is found to be 0.96±0.01. As a check, the observed 
overall shape of the residual energy distribution is well reproduced by the Monte Carlo 
simulation. 
This correction factor has also been determined using only the data in the following 
way. The B energy can also be analytically obtained from the equations of energy-
momentum conservation, provided one has an estimator of the B flight direction, for 
which the thrust of the lepton's jet was used. In most of the cases two possible solutions 
are found and an algorithm has been defined to extract the best estimator of the B energy. 
The choice between the two possible solutions requires a rough a priori knowledge of the 
fragmentation function. Therefore, the algorithm cannot be used for the measurement 
of the b fragmentation function. But for a given choice of the B energy, this algorithm 
method was found to be quite robust to other systematic effects, such as the effect (i) 
mentioned above, and does not depend at ali on the residual energy reconstruction. The 
comparison between the two methods shows that the B energy estimated from the residual 
energy reconstruction has to be decreased by 3.5%, in good agreement with the previous 
correction factor 0.96±0.01. 
In conclusion, these two effects (i) and (ii) are of the same order, and tend to compen-
sate each other. The energy resolution is 8%, according to the Monte Carlo simulation. 
The residual energy method is not applicable for 203 of the events, due to badly mea-
sured charged or neutral particles which would give an estimate of the B energy much 
below the energy of the D-lepton system. 
Another way to estimate the B momentum is to consider its correlation with the 
observed ne- momentum of the Monte Cario simulation [7] where the D** contribution 
is taken into account : 
p(B) = p(Df-)j[0.41+0.0l3p(Df-)] (4) 
The corresponding momentum resolution is 14% in average and follows : 
O"(p)/p(B) = 0.36 - 0.0082 · p(Df.-) (Ge V /e) (5) 
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These formula were used when the residual energy method was not applicable and for 
the B lifetime measurement. 
The fragmentation distribution obtained using the Dº data, after background subtrac-
tion and acceptance correction, is shown in Figure 8. It is the first measurement of the b 
fragmentation function where the energy of each B meson is individually reconstructed 
and constitutes therefore the most direct measurement of this fragmentation function to 
date. 
In order to determine the mean B meson energy, the measured XE(B) was empirically 
fitted using a Peterson function t (solid line of Figure 8) for XE(B) larger than 0.25. 
The mean value of the fitted distribution is : 
< XE(B) >= 0.695 ± 0.015(stat.) ± 0.029(syst.) 
in good agreement with estima tes from inclusive lepton spectra [17]. 
6 Average B lifetime using Dº g- ,D+ R_- and 
D*+g- samples 
As already discus~ed in section 4, the D0fi.- and D+ fi.- ( or D*+ fi.- ) samples are dom-
inated by s- and Bº decays, respectively. In this section the B lifetime is measured 
in these Dfi.- samples separately. In the next section the B+ and Bº lifetimes will be 
evaluated. 
The B mesan mean lifetime was determined from maximum likelihood fits to the B 
proper time distributions of the D0fi.- , D+c- and D*+f- samples. These used an analysis 
of the decay lengths shown diagrammatically in Figure 9. It is also possible to obtain the 
lifetime ratio of Bº and s+ by trying to extract their respective semileptonic branching 
fractions from the observed yields of the D0fi.- and D+fi.- (or D*+fi.- ) samples. This is 
not done in the present analysis since it was found that the sensitivity of this method is 
smaller than the direct measurement of the lifetimes described below. 
In arder to enhance the secondary vertex resolution as well as to reject spurious ver-
tices, the lepton was required to ha ve hits associated in the Vertex Detector, with the 
same criteria as the Iúr pa.ir of the Dº ( see section 3.1). For Dº e- events, the maximum 
distance between the extrapolated tracks (Iúr) with respect to their common vertex in 
space was required to be less than 4 mm. Furthermore those Dº already observed to 
be D*+ decay products were rejected. From the 92 initial D 0c- events, 78 candidates 
remained. Of these, 70 events gave a satisfactory Dº-lepton vertex and were used for the 
lifetime measurement. 
The Dº or D+ momentum was computed with its error matrix at the measured Iúr, 
K2rr or K3rr secondary vertex in space. A Dº-lepton , D+ -lepton or Dº-lepton-rr (in case 
of D*+) vertex was then fitted in space. As the precision of the fitted vertex position 
is much better in the Rq) plane, the coordinates of the secondary vertex were taken in 
this transverse plane. Considering the polar angle of the DR.- total momentum system 
as a reliable estimate of the B direction, the B decay length was then computed in 
space. The B decay length was signed according to the DR.- direction. The B mesan 
momentum was obtained from the DR.- measured momentum, using the formula given 
in section 5 (equ. 4). This formula was used for ali events. The method of the residual 
fThe Peterson fragmentation function [16] DQ(z) ex: 1/ (z · [1 - (l/z) - eb/(1- z)J 2) is defined with respect to z = 
(E+ P¡ )B/(E + P1)b and with the Peterson coefficient eb, Here it is used with respect to Xs(B) = EB/Ebeam and with 
an effective coefficient e 
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energy, when a.pplica.ble, wa.s used for systema.tic cross-checks. The B proper time could 
thus be extra.cted on a.n event-by-event ha.sis. 
The proper time distribution of the combina.toria.l background below the D meson 
signa.Is wa.s eva.lua.ted by selecting sorne event sa.mples in the neighbourhood of the D 
ma.ss, a.s displa.yed in Ta.ble l. 
D meson signa.! background sa.mple background background 
(K(n)rr) ma.ss ra.nge ~M ra.nge 
(Me V /c2) (Me V /c2) 
Dº -+ K-rr+ (K-rr-)e+ 1760-1960 -
(J<-rr+)e+ 2000-2200 -
D+ -+ K-rr+rr+ (!<- 71"+71"+ )e± 1600-1800 or 1940-2140 >150 
D*+ --+ (!<- rr+ )rr+ (!<- 71"+ )rr+ e+ 1720-2000 <160 
D*+ -+ (I<-rr+rr+rr-)rr+ (!<- 71"+ 71"+ 71"-) 71"+ g± 1600-1700 or 2000-2100 150-155 
Ta.ble 1: Selected background sa.mples for the B lifetime determina.tion. 
If different [{ ma.ss a.ssignments were possible within the sa.me set of (J<-rr+rr+rr-) 
cha.rged pa.rticles, then only one combina.tion wa.s reta.ined for the proper time mea.sure-
ment and the signa.1-to-noise ra.tio wa.s corrected. 
The B meson mea.n lifetime T wa.s determined from the event-by-event ma.ximum 
likelihood fit to the proper time distributions of the De- sa.mples. The input of the fit 
for ea.ch event wa.s : 
- the mea.sured B <leca.y length L with its mea.sured error O"L, computed from the error 
ma.trix of the prima.ry a.nd seconda.ry vertices; 
- the reconstructed B momentump with its estima.ted error O"p (equ. 5). 
The resulting proper time ti = L/((3¡c) = (ms/P) · (L/c) with the uncerta.inty O"i 
given by (O"i/ti)2 = (O"L/L) 2 + (O"p/p) 2 were used to compute the probability P(t,,O"i,r) 
of observing a. proper time ti within the interva.l [ti, t2] : 
(6) 
where J(t,, O",, r) is a. convolution of an exponentia.l exp(-t/r) with a Ga.ussia.n function 
of width O"i : 
1 r+oo e-t/r e-(t-t;)' /2a; dt 
rai.j'2; Jo (7) 
1 [ O"; ti] [ 1 (O"i ti)] 2r . exp 2r2 - T . erfc yl2 -:¡: - O"i (8) 
Two event sa.mples were considered : the De- sa.mple itself with Nr events a.nd a.n 
independent background sa.mple with NÉ events. The mea.n lifetime T wa.s obta.ined from 
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the maximum of the log. likelihood function 
~[~ ~ ] ¡:, = Nr ~logP(t,,ai,T)- r ~logP(ti,ai,r) (9) 
with t; as variable, and where Nr = Ns+ N8 is the sum of signa! and noise events in the 
Df!- sample and r = N B / N~ is the statistical weight factor for the background sample. 
The factor Ns/Nr, which takes into account the background contribution (N8 ) in the 
statistical error, allows different samples to be combined with their appropriate statistical 
weight. The fit wa.s performed on ali events with a. proper time between -2 a.nd +10 ps. 
For the samples where the D mesons were selected with a. normalised <leca.y length /::,.L /a 
grea.ter than 1 or 1.5, the function J(ti, a,, T) was corrected using a.n acceptance function 
depending on ti, derived from the Monte Cario simulation. Without this acceptance 
correction, the fitted B lifetime would be overestimated by 5 % in average. The results 
are presented in Figure lOa-d a.nd summarised in Ta.ble 2. 
Figure B decay D decay signa! signal-to-noise B lifetime (ps) 
events ratio 
lOa D0fi.-x Dº -+ K" 70±12 2.0 l.2T!:g:i~( stat.) 
lOb D+e-x D+ -+ K "" 30±7 1.6 l.IS~g:~~( stat.) 
lOc D*+fi.-X D*+ -+ ( [{" )7r 22±5 4.9 l.03~g:i!( stat.) 
lOd D*+f.- X D*+-+ (K.3")" 26±7 1.4 l.33~gi~(stat.) 
D*+f.- X ( [{ 7r )7r and ( K.37r )7r combined fit l.19~g:i~( stat.) 
D(•)+e-x D+ and D*+ combined fit l.19~g:i~( stat.) 
11 De-x Dº, D+ and D*+ combined fit 1.23~8 lj( stat.) 
Table 2: B lifetime measurements for the selected B -+ De- X decays. 
As a cross-check of the lifetime measurement method and of the a.na.lysis procedure, the 
<leca.y length between the measured Dº-lepton or D 0 -lepton-7r vertex and the measured 
[{ 7r vertex (Fig. 9) was used to fit the Dº lifetime (Fig. lOe). Similarly the <leca.y length 
between the measured D+-Jepton vertex a.nd the measured [{ 7r7r vertex was used to fit 
the D+ lifetirne (Fig. lüf). The values found a.re: 
r(Dº) = 0.439~gg~i(stat.) ps a.nd r(D+) = 0.87~g:~g(stat.) ps 
They agree with the world average values 0.420±0.008 ps a.nd 1.066±0.023 ps, respec-
tively [8]. 
In summary, the B lifetime has been measured in Dº e-, D+ fi.- and D*+ e- samples : 
r(B) l.27~g:;;(stat.) ± 0.l5(syst.) ps where B-+ D0e- X 
r(B) - l.IS~g:~~(stat.) ± O.l5(syst.) ps where B-+ D+e- X 
r(B) l.l9~g:i~(stat.) ± O.l5(syst.) ps where B-+ D*+e- X 
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where both K 71" and K37r modes of the D*+ e- sample were used in a combined fit. The 
different contributions to the systematic uncertainty are summarised in Table 3. 
Systematic uncertainty 
B momentum estimator (without D** contribution) 6 
D** contribution to the B momentum 2 
B decay length reconstruction method 9 
Evaluation of the B decay length error "L 2 
Acceptance ( /::;. L /u selection) 3 
Choice of the proper time interval 3 
Signal-to-noise ratio 1 
Total 12 
Table 3: Contributions to the systematic uncertainty of the measured B lifetime. 
Evaluating the B momentum from a formula (equ.4) or from the residual energy 
method, as explained in section 5, changes the measured B lifetime by 6 %. The system-
atic uncertainty of 9 3 due to the reconstruction of the B decay length was estimated 
by computing the primary interaction vertex with different selections for the charged 
particles. 
As airead y discussed in section 4, part of the D*+ e- sample is produced by the decay 
B -+ D*+ lJX followed with a semileptonic decay of the lJ daughter. As a py cut is 
applied on half of the D*+ (in to ( K371" )7r) sample, this contamination affects only 73 
of the D*+g- events on which the change in the measured B lifetime was found small 
according to the simulation. This contribution was thus neglected. 
The foil sample can also be used to determine an averaged B meson lifetime using 
semileptonic events together with a reconstructed charmed D meson (Fig. 11) : 
T(B) = l.23:':g:ij(stat.) ± O.l5(syst.) ps 
Note that this result uses more information than results based on the impact parameter 
of the lepton only [17]. 
7 B+ and Bº lifetimes 
Inside the nC•lg- samples § , the relative proportions of B+ and Bº mesons have to 
be evaluated in order to determine the B+ and Bº lifetimes. As discussed earlier, decays 
to Dº and DH+ can occur through B--+ D(•)Dg-¡; or fjo-+ D(•)+g-¡; decays, as well as 
by decays to a D** excited state, orto nonresonant D(•l(n)7r. 
Sorne D** mesons have been observed at lower energies [18] [19] and in photoproduc-
tion [20]. These states have a mass of about 2.42 and 2.46 Ge V/ c2 and their favored 
§Hereafter the notation D(•) will stand far a D mesan ar as well far a D" mesan 
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spin-parities are : JP = 1 + for the lower and JP = 2+ for the higher D** mass. Ac-
cording to the CLEO experiment at the Y(4S), only 64±123 of B meson semileptonic 
decays occur through the channels E--+ Df-¡; and E--+ D*f-¡; [2]. Thus 36±123 are 
dueto D** or nonresonant D(•l(n)rr production (called also D** for simplification in the 
following). If these D** mesons decay into DHrr, they can con tribute to the D0e- and 
D(•)+ e- samples. In fact they ha ve two consequences : the main one is that a D** may 
decay in to D*rr or in to Drr, thus mixing the relative proportions of i:Jo and B- in the 
Df- samples. In addition the reconstructed B momentum has to be corrected for the 
unseen soft pion(s) from the D**, as already mentioned in section 5. 
Another source of dilution is the non-reconstruction of the bachelor pion in the decay 
E --+ D*+ji- X followed by D*+ --+ D0 rr+. Since 15±23 of the reconstructed Dº are 
measured to come from a D*+ decay and since the reconstruction efficiency of the bachelor 
pion is 75±53, only 8±33 of the remaining D0e- events originate from a i:J0 dueto this 
mechanism. This dilution is small compared to the D** contribution, but is taken into 
account. 
The relative amounts of B- and fjo mesons inside the D0e- and D(•)+g- samples are 
detailed in the Appendix. When normalising the different contributions, the lifetimes 
r(B+) and r(Bº) of the B+ and Bº mesons can be obtained by a combined fit on the 
three data samples (D0 R- , D+e- and D*+g-) where the probability P(t;, u;, r) involved 
in equation 9 is expressed as : 
(1 - a)· P(t;, u;, r(B+)) +a· P(t;, u;, r(Bº)) for E--+ D0 f!- X (10) 
(1-/3+)·P(t.,u;,r(Bº))+/3+·P(t;,u;,r(B+)) for B-+D+e-x (11) 
(1 - /3.) · P(t;, u;, r(Bº)) + /3. · P(t;, u;, r(B+)) for E--+ D*+e- X (12) 
with a= 0.2S~g:g~, /3+ = 0.25~g:~~' /3. = 0.2o~g:~~ where the error refiects the uncertainty 
on the E branching fractions into De- X final states. 
The charged and neutral B meson lifetimes are found to be : 
r(B+) 
r(Bº) 
r(B+)/r(Bº) 
l.30~g~~(stat.) ± 0.15(syst.exp.) ± 0.05(syst.D**) ps 
1.l 7~g:~~( stat.) ± 0.15( syst.exp.) ± 0.05( syst.D**) ps 
l.ll~g:~~( stat.) ± 0.05( syst.exp.) ± 0.10( syst.D**) 
where the systematic errors are subdivided into two contributions : first an experimental 
uncertainty detailed in Table 3, and second the uncertainty on the E -+ De- X branching 
fractions. 
8 Conclusion 
This analysis of charmed D mesons associated with a lepton in the same direction 
has been performed with the DELPHI detector at LEP. From the 1991 data sam-
ple, 92 Dº e-, 35 D+ e- and 61 D*+ e- ha ve been isolated. From the Dº g- X and 
D*+e- X yield, the probability that a b quark hadronizes as a Eº (or a B-) meson is 
found to be fd =0.44±0.08±0.09, corresponding to a total (B, +A;) hadronization frac-
tion of 0.12±0.24. This is the first direct measurement of the fd parameter which is 
relevant to the determination of the mixing properties of Bº and B, mesons. In past 
analyses a value of 2fd =0. 75 has usually been assumed. 
The fragmentation function of the b quark has been obtained for the first time by 
reconstructing the energy of each individual B meson. It is in agreement with previous 
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inclusive measurements. The mean value of the B meson energy, expressed in terms of 
the beam energy, is : 
< XE(B) >= 0.695 ± 0.015(stat.) ± 0.029(syst.) 
The following mean B lifetimes have been directly measured : 
T(B) l.27:J:g:i;(stat.) ± 0.15(syst.) ps where B-+ D0c- X 
T(B) l.18:J:g~i(stat.) ± 0.15(syst.) ps where B-+ D+e- X 
T(B) l.19:J:gig(stat.) ± 0.15(syst.) ps where B-+ D*+c- X 
and T(B) = l.23:J:g:ii(stat.) ± 0.15(syst.) ps from al! three data samples. These are in 
good agreement with the averaged semileptonic B lifetime measured at LEP (T(B) = 
1.33 ± 0.05 ± 0.06 ps [17]). 
The contribution from the decays B -+ D** e-¡; is estimated from measurements 
at the Y( 4S) energy, where D** stands for an excited charmed meson or for nonres-
onant D(*)(n)7r final states. Assuming that this contribution is the same for Bº or 
B+ semileptonic decays, and with reasonable assumptions on the D** branching frac-
tions, then the lifetimes of charged and neutral B mesons are : 
T(B+) 
T(Bº) 
T(B+)/T(Bº) 
- l.30:J:g:~~(stat.) ± 0.15(syst.exp.) ± 0.05(syst.D**) ps 
l.17:J:g ~~( stat.) ± 0.15( syst.exp.) ± 0.05( syst.D**) ps 
l.ll:J:g:~~( stat.) ± 0.05( syst.exp.) ± 0.10( syst.D**) 
The B+ and Bº lifetimes are found equal within errors. This result is compatible with 
indirect measurements of T(B+)/T(Bº) at the Y( 4S) energy [2] [3]. It suggests, as opposed 
to the charm case where D+ and Dº lifetimes differ by a factor 2.5, that the spectator 
model [1] is a good too! for the understanding of B decays. 
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Appendix 
In this A ppendix the various inputs necessary to extract the B+ and Bº lifetimes are 
summarised. The following B branching fractions have been computed from the average 
of the last CLEO [2] [14] and ARGUS [3] results [12] : 
•Br(B_---+ D 0e-;;) + Br(B---+ D*01!-v) = 6.7 ± 0.8 ± 1.0% (denoted b0 ) 
•Br(B_º--+ D+fl.-¡;) = 1.9 ± 0.5 ± 0.2% (denoted b+) 
•Br( Bº --+ D*+ fl.-v) = 4.8 ± 0.4 ± 0.4% ( denoted b,) 
•Br(B --+ D**l!-v) = Br(B --+ Xf-v) - Br(B --+ DHf.-v) = 3.8 ± 1.0% where 
Br(B --+ xe-;;) = 10.5 ± 0.5% [8]. According to the Monte Cario simulation, the 
selection efficiencies for D**f.- and DC*)g- events differ by a factor 0.90 ± 0.05. As only 
a relative selection efficiency is involved for the B lifetime measurement, an effective 
branching fraction b,, is used : 
b,. = Br(B--+ D**R.-v) · (0.90 ± 0.05) = 3.4 ± 0.9% 
Only an averaged D** production rate can be deduced from the above references. It 
will be further assumed that : 
•Br(Bº--+ D**+fl.-v) = Br(B---+ D**0e-;;) = b,, 
eBr(D**+--+ D(*l0 7r+) = 2 · Br(D**+--+ D(•)+7f0 ) and 
Br(D**º--+ D*+1f-) = 2 · Br(D**º--+ D*0 7r0 ) (dueto isospin rules) 
•Br(D**--+ D7r)/Br(D**--+ (D or D*)7r) = é ~O. or 0.6-0.8 in case of 1+ or 2+ 
spin-parity states [10] [21] (a value é = 0.4 ± 0.4 was used). _ 
• Finally as already mentioned, the probabilities for a b quark to fragment into a Bº or 
into a B- are considered equal. 
The content of the DR.- samples can then be classified as shown in Table 4. 
1 1 
B decay D+e-
a¡ B---+ D(•)OR_-¡; bo 
ª2 Bº --+ D+ e-v b+ 
a3 Bº --+ D*+ fl.- V b, r¡En b.(1 - r¡) b. 
ª• 
B- --+ D**0R.-;; with 1b •• 2 Jb••º ¡b •• (1-f) 
D**º --+ DH0 1f0 or DC•l+7f- +¡b,,(1- é)r¡én +¡b •• (1 - é )(1 - r¡) 
as Bº --+ D**+ fl.- V with 2 Jb •• 1b.,t: 1b •• (l-é) 
D**+ --+ DH01f+ or D(•)+7fo +1-b,,(1- t:)r¡En +ib •• (1 - t:)(l - r¡) 
Table 4: Branching fractions of E decays contributing to each De- sample ( r¡ = 
Br(D*+ --+ D 01f+) = 0.68 ± 0.03 as measured by the CLEO II collaboration [12], 
1 - En = O. 75 ± 0.05 is the reconstruction efficiency of the bachelor pion in the decay 
D*+ --+ D 01f+). 
The semileptonic decays of Es and Ab are neglected : only 10 ± 10% of these semilep-
tonic decays are expected to produce Dº or nC•)+ mesons, their contribution is negligible 
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if the Bs and Ab lifetimes are clase to the B+ and Bº lifetimes. The a, f3+ and (3. 
parameters of section 7 (equ. 10-12) are computed as : 
a [a3(D0e-) + a5(D0e-)j / [~ a;(D0e-)] (13) 
f3+ a4(D+e-)/ [~a;(D+c-)] (14) 
/3. = a4(D*+e-)/ [~a;(D*+c-)] (15) 
The results are : a = 0.2s:!:g:g~, /3+ = 0.25:!:g:n, (3. = 0.20:!:g:~~ where the error reflects 
the uncertainty on the B branching fractions into De- X final states. 
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Figure Captions 
Figure 1: Distributions of the difference between the observed dE/dx and the ex-
pected kaon ionization loss : 
(a) for a kaon enriched sample (unhatched histogram) and a pion enriched sample 
(hatched histogram). These two samples have been selected using the RICH Cherenkov 
counter for charged particles between 8 and 15 Ge V/ c. 
(b) for the particles having the same charge as the lepton in the Dº---+ K-7r+ signa! 
(kaon candi dates). 
Figure 2: (a) Distribution of the distance in the R<;I> plane between the secondary vertex 
formed by a pair of charged particles with an invariant mass above 1.5 Ge V/ c2 and the 
primary vertex. (b) Distribution for the same quantity divided by its error. 
Figure 3: K-7r+ mass distribution from semileptonic events. The points corresponds 
to the K mass assignment for the particle in same direction (jl(C-) · j)(I<-) > O) and 
with the same charge as the lepton. The lepton transverse momentum is above 1 Ge V/ c 
and the apparent decay length of the KIT pair fulfi.lls !::;.L/O" >l. The curve is a fi.t with 
three contributions : an exponential background ( dashed line), a parametrisation of the 
Dº ---+ K-7r+(7rº) signa! where the 7ro is not detected (K-7r+ mass below 1.8 Ge V /c2 ), 
and a Gaussian shape for the Dº ---+ K-7r+ signa!. 
Figure 4: Background subtracted and acceptance corrected Xe(D) distribution of the 
reconstructed Dº events (points). The histogram corresponds to the Monte Car lo simu-
lation fJ ---+ Dº e- X [7]. 
Figure 5: Apparent proper time distribution of the reconstructed Dº mesons after 
background subtraction. The solid line ( arbitrary normalisation) corresponds to the 
expected behaviour of D mesons directly produced by charm quarks and the histogram 
to D mesons originating from B decays. 
Figure 6: K-7r+7r+ mass distribution obtained on semileptonic events where the kaon 
candi date and the associated lepton of same direction ha ve the same charge ( solid line 
histogram: p(C-)·p(K-) >O) or opposite charge (hatched histogram :p(C+)·p(K-) >O). 
The selections are described in the text (see section 3.2). The curve is a fi.t where the 
background is described by a linear function and the signa! by a Gaussian. 
Figure 7: /::;.M=M((K-7r+)7r+)-M(K-7r+) (a), and /::;.M=M((K-7r+7r+7r-)7r+)-
M(K-7r+7r+7r-) (b) distributions for events where the kaon candidate and the associated 
lepton of same direction have the same charge (solid line histogram :jl(C-) · p(K-) >O) 
or opposite charge (hatched histogram :jl(C+) · p(K-) >O). The (K7r) or (K37r) mass 
interval is 1820<M<l900 Me V /c2 and the selections are described in the text (see section 
3.3). The curve is a fi.t to the sum of a Gaussian and of a function a(!::;.M-mn)~ in order 
to describe the signa! and the background, respectively. 
Figure 8: Distribution of Xe(B), the B meson energy divided by the beam energy. The 
points represent the data, after background subtraction and acceptance correction. The 
solid line is a fi.t to the data with a Peterson function (see footnote of section 5) when 
Xe(B) > 0.25. 
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Figure 9: Sketch of a [Jo--+ D*+f,-¡; event followed by D*+--+ D 07r+ and Dº--+ I<-7r+ : 
primary interaction vertex (V p ), B decay vertex (V B) and Dº decay vertex (V n). 
Figure 10: Measured B proper time distributions in the four data samples after back-
ground subtraction : fJ --+ D0e- X followed by Dº --+ I<-7r+ (a) , fJ --+ D+e- X fol-
lowed by D+ --+ K-7r+7r+ (b) , fJ --+ D*+fi.- X followed by D*+ --+ (K-7r+)7r+ (e) or 
D*+ --+ (I<-7r+7r+7r-)7r+ ( d) ; and measured Dº and D+ proper time distributions with 
Dº decaying into K-7r+ (e) and D+ decaying into K-7r+7r+ (f), respectively. The curves 
are the result of a.n event-by-event ma.ximum likelihood fit where the normalised back-
ground distribution was subtracted. The fitting interval is [-2.0, +10.0] ps. 
Figure 11: Measured B proper time distribution when adding the four data samples 
after background subtraction : fJ --+ D 0e- X followed by Dº --+ K-7r+ , fJ --+ D+e- X 
followed by D+ --+ K-7r+7r+ , fJ--+ D*+e- X followed by D*+ --+ (K-7r+)7r+ or D*+ --+ 
(K-7r+7r+7r-)7r+ . The curve is the result of an event-by-event maximum likelihood fit 
where the normalised background distribution was subtracted. The fitting interval is 
[-2.0, +10.0] ps. 
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